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This paper describes a prototype timeline tool designed
for humanities researchers exploring digitised historical
documents. The tool visualises keyword instances in
context mapped by date, and can be used to explore
commentary around themes through time. Through
designing the tool and evaluating it with humanities
scholars, the role of the designer in the digital
humanities is explored. Interview evaluation with
historians provides evidence for the tool’s capacity to
support historical research, but also raises design
issues by pointing to the value of simple, minimal
design in this domain for interpretability.
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Introduction
Digitised historical documents and archives are
increasingly available to humanities researchers. With
these new resources, there is a need for interface
designs serving the requirements of scholarly research.
There is also potential for novel interface designs to

Medical Officer of
Health (MOH) Reports

explore new ways of accessing and exploring these
collections.

The Medical Officer of Health
reports 1848-1972 collection
is roughly 5,500 documents.
Reports were produced
annually by the MOH for each
London borough and consist
of both narrative text
concerning public health and
tables of statistics. The
reports vary in length (over
100 pages to fewer than 20)
and in structure and content.

The work presented here builds on a series of projects
exploring temporal visualisation of historic data [1, 3,
15, 16]. This previous work aims to offer interactive
visualisations that are sophisticated enough to use in
investigating research questions, and to demonstrate
what can be achieved when designers work with
collection experts (curators, scholars etc.) to build
tools. These projects also seek to better understand the
role of the designer in digital humanities research [2]:
an area of activity that increasingly involves developing
interfaces and visualisations, and yet generally is
absent of designers [5].

The Wellcome Library
digitised the collection by
photographing the reports
cover-to-cover, applying
Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) and post-OCR manual
text proofing; the resulting
text data has a high degree
of accuracy [20]. The date
assigned to each document is
its publication year.

The prototype timeline tool presented here is designed
for historians working with digital text collections. The
purpose of the tool is to facilitate tracing commentary
around themes through time across texts: an important
activity in historical research, particularly when
surveying primary sources at the beginning of a
research project. A preliminary evaluation with
historians brings up design considerations for this
domain concerning interpretability and perceived
trustworthiness of the interface.

I chose to work with this
collection because it included
high quality, complete
transcribed text data for each
report, and was sufficiently
large to address my line of
inquiry but not so large as to
be unwieldy to work with.

In visualisation research, keyword visualisations have
been used for exploring document collections. Word
clouds [13] reveal the important keywords in a corpus
and Phrase Net [21] visualises the keywords joined by
a connecting term such as “and” or “at”. Neither,
however, shows the keywords’ usage context, limiting
the degree to which a user can engage with themes or
commentary across documents.

Word Tree [22] offers more context by visualising a
central keyword with the terms that follow it across
documents. Sentences where a common prefix is
shared are collapsed to form a branching structure.
While this tool allows users to examine the ways that a
particular word or phrase is used in a text, the layout
disconnects the text chunks that precede and follow the
keyword. When surveying documents from a historical
perspective, the full and original context for the
keyword can be critical for sense making. For
humanities scholars, it is very important for the context
of visualised data to be available to aid fluid exploration
and to help avoid misinterpretations [14]. Word Tree
does not visualise the temporal dimension.
Topic modeling has been used in text visualisation to
explore themes across texts. The temporal variation of
‘topics’ (statistically-identified recurring patterns of cooccurring words [4]) across documents has been
visualised as columns of keywords [6], and as a river
[7, 8, 9, 12, 17, 18]. There are calls for caution,
however, concerning the application of topic modeling
in the digital humanities. As Schmidt argues, ‘topics’
are ambiguous and can be misleading. The lack of
transparency in the outputs of these complex
algorithms obscures the subjective specifics of the data
and closes off scrutiny from fellow scholars [19].

Related Work
Design
The prototype tool presented here is designed to offer
scholars a way to overview commentary across
documents through time, while staying close to the
original texts. The prototype tool is demonstrated with
a collection of historical public health reports: the
Medical Officer of Health (MOH) reports [23]. Here I
walk through the design:

Figure 2: Zoomed out visualisation of
MOH reports data: ‘putrid’, 19001972.

Figure 3: Zoomed out visualisation of
MOH reports data: ‘heroin’.

Figure 4: Zoomed out visualisation of
MOH reports data: ‘blitz’.

Figure 1: Detail from visualisation of MOH reports data: ‘nurse’. Each text snippet is horizontally centred on its date. The snippets come
from separate documents, unless a bracket to their left indicates multiple are from the same document. Hovering over a snippet with the
pointer reveals the report year and London area. Each snippet is hyperlinked through to the full document on the Wellcome Library website.

As an example, a user might be interested to explore
the roles of nurses over time through these reports. By
searching for the keyword ‘nurse’, a visualisation is
generated of every instance of the keyword across the
documents with a snippet of its surrounding text. The
snippets are visualised at legible size and arranged by
date (horizontally centred by date and vertically
ordered from oldest to newest, see Figure 1). A
horizontal date axis runs across the top of the
visualisation. Each snippet is hyperlinked through to the
full text for that document, and brackets to the
snippets’ left indicate when more than one snippet
originates from the same document.
In this way, a researcher can explore: what sorts of
things are being said in the texts about nurses at
particular times? Is the context of the keyword in the

narrative of the documents similar over time? Are there
patterns in shifting descriptions or associations?
The focus of this tool is not primarily quantitative, but,
since the snippets are arranged by date, a user can get
a feel for their volume and patterns of occurrence from
the overall shape. The snippets generally arrange in a
slope, which is more vertical for a higher occurrence
rate. Any kinks, gaps and gradient changes of the slope
indicate changing frequencies of occurrence at
particular times. For instance, the severe turn at the
bottom of the visualisation generated when searching
for ‘putrid’ reveals a sharp drop in frequency of use of
this term 1920-onwards (see Figure 2). (In later
iterations, it may be worth limiting visualised snippets
to one per document, as otherwise this interferes with
using the slope as an indicator of the document count
for keyword matches)

Interview Evaluations
Each semi-structured
interview was roughly 30
minutes long and conducted
in person. The historian
interviewees, recruited
through contacts at the
Wellcome Library and
Institute of Historical
Research, were a mixture of
ages, gender, degree of
seniority and of familiarity
using digital tools/coding.
In each interview, I
demonstrated the prototype
with a few prepared example
queries. I then invited
interviewees to use the tool
freely themselves. The
historians often chose
keywords relating to their
current research topics or
that they anticipated might
produce interesting results.
The interview structure
included questions about
their general impression of
the tool and the value of
specific design features.
Interviewees were asked to
discuss how they might use
the tool in their own
research.

By analysing the aggregate keyword-context across the
documents mapped by time and the overall
visualisation shape, qualitative trends across these
documents can be revealed. For example, the
visualisation for ‘heroin’ features a strong column to the
right, indicating a sudden surge in instances of the
term 1960-onwards (see Figure 3). The text snippets
reveal discussion around heroin suddenly shifts from
1960-onwards to drug addiction and abuse.
Similarly, the visualisation for ‘blitz’ forms a column of
snippets from 1940 (see Figure 4), where it refers to
the Nazi air raids on Britain starting that year. The text
snippets expose the word’s gradual adoption into
English language from this time; it first appears in
quotation marks, but over time instances without
quotation marks increase and become the norm. By the
50s, the term is even used metaphorically.
The tool’s front-end is built in JavaScript and D3.js
[10]. Its back-end is an Elasticsearch [11] index.

Evaluation
To better understand how this timeline tool design can
serve humanities research, I conducted 7 semistructured interviews with scholars. These feedback
sessions were an opportunity to evaluate the
visualisation design and solicit suggestions for
improvements and refinements.

Discussion and Further Research
The scholars confirmed they felt the visualisation is
effective for overviewing commentary and would be
most appropriate for exploratory work at the beginning
of a research project. They also felt it would be quick
and useful for organising and filtering source material –

one commented it was like being able to "look through
all of them" at the same time. The visualisation seemed
particularly powerful in combination with a scholar’s
expertise with the corpus or knowledge of relevant
framing events. A number also wished to try the
interface with a fully customisable selection of digitised
sources, crossing texts from different collections.
A wider issue that emerged was the role of simple
visualisation design for interpretability and
transparency in this context. The historians responded
positively to the simplicity of this design and how close
it stays to the original texts: “I really like the simplicity
of your visualisation actually. You haven’t tried to be
flashy and sparkly; it’s just ‘this is the information’”.
Trust and transparency in the processes by which
results are returned was very important for these
users: “when it come to academic research … what I
conclude from your tool feeds into my reputation”.
This issue of trust in the interface and its connection
with simple, easy to understand design was an
important concern for users. This sort of issue hints at
the role designers can play in the development of tools
for digital humanities research and in exploring how
such tools are perceived and experienced.
Before running more in-depth evaluations with this
prototype, it will be necessary to explore options for
dealing with its scalability issues; currently if a large
number of snippets are returned for a keyword, the
visualisation becomes unwieldy. The author is also
interested to extend exploration of some of the issues
raised in this paper to different digitised collections and
different types of cultural heritage data, or instance
image data.
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